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Abstract: The Implementation of  the ATM Security System by Using Zigbee is produced into the security application. The 

primary goal of this framework is to build up an inserted framework, which is utilized for ATM security applications. The 

installed ATM confirmation framework depends on sensors and correspondence innovation. In this paper when any 

unsettling influence happens for the ATM machine then data is send through Zigbee and entryway is consequently shut 

then it will send the machine, by alarming the encompassing zone utilizing signal. This idea is not just a solitary ATM 

focus, we can consider this ATM focus as node1 (like node1, node2, node3… … . And so on) a re associated with PC 

through Zigbee. So that if there is any unsettling influence or any flame mischance in any hub we can get the zone data 

through Zigbee to the PC alongside signal.  
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I.INTRODUCTION 

As we realize that in the course of recent decades, 

shoppers have been generally relying upon and trust 

Automatic Teller Machine, known as ATM machine to 

helpfully meet there managing an account needs. Utilizing 

an ATM, clients can get to their financial balances so as to 

make money withdrawals, platinum card loans, and check 

their record equalizations and buy prepaid wireless credit. 

Most ATMs are associated with interbank systems, 

empowering individuals to pull back and store cash from 

machines not having a place with bank where they have their 

records or in the nations where their record are held. 

Regardless of the various favorable circumstances of AT M 

framework, ATM extortion has as of late turned out to be 

more broad. Extortion method, for example, card skimming, 

shoulders surfing and so on have been watched as of late. 

Keeping in mind the end goal to build the level of security of 

the ATM systems utilization of biometric strategy for 

confirmation alongside existing PIN has been thought about 

an answer for abatement the expanding number of cheats. 

Additionally in rustic territories individuals are not 

instructed enough to utilize the ATM machines along these 

lines, utilization of just biometric confirmation can help 

those individuals get to the ATMs in a simpler way and 

subsequently expand its notoriety among country masses.  

A WSN (remote sensor system) for the most part 

comprises of base station (or) entryway that can speak with 

various remote sensors by means of a radio connection. 

power unit delivers the force. Information Processing unit 

have the smaller scale controller, which is the completely 

capable to get detected information and transmit over the 

another system. The microcontroller performs undertakings, 

forms information and controls the usefulness of different 

segments in the sensor hub. Detecting unit has the sensors 

and simple to computerized converter (ADC) to change over 

simple detected sign to advanced sign. The perfect WSN is 

organized and versatile, devours almost no force, is brilliant 

and programming programmable, prepared to do quick 

information obtaining ,dependable and precise over the long  

 

 

 

 

haul, costs little to buy and introduce, and requires no 

genuine support. Selecting the ideal sensors and remote 

correspondence sneak requires learning of the application  

and issue definition.  

II.ZIGBEE TECHNOLOGY 

The ZigBee standard works on the IEEE 802.15.4physical 

radio determination and works in unlicensed groups 

including 2.4 GHz, 900MHz and 868 MHz's.The ZigBee 

which is one of the delegate remote sensor system which has 

low-control, minimal effort and comfort to utilize, is 

institutionalized the higher convention and application taking 

into account the PHY/MAC layer by IEEE 802.15.4 

subcommittee in 2003[1].  

The complete Zigbee technology[4] assention made up by 

Application layer, Network layer, Data join layer and 

Physical layer, it can transport more than 10m, the 

recurrence band are 2.4GHz and 900MHz, they are all free. 

The transmission rate is 1 0-250kb/s, system design has 

Master/Slave trademark and it can filled in as Two-path 

correspondence for open use. Zigbee innovation relies on 

upon its straightforward design, low cost and low power 

utilization to delay the life Although Zigbee innovation 

exchange rate is not high, but rather for use in detecting and 

control, Zigbee . 
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Fig.1.ZigBeeNetworkOrganization 

 

ZigBee convention highlights includeSupport for various 

system topologies, for example, point-to point-to-multipoint 

and cross section systems. Low obligation cycle – gives long 

battery life. Low inactivity. Direct Sequence Spread 

Spectrum (DSSS). ZigBee can understand the neighborhood 

correspondence and universal figuring, and can exchange the 

date with 250kbps inside 100m sweep run, and interface 

around 65000 units in single remote system by using 

network system association. The key attributes of 

ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4 is low power utilization. The end 

gadgets of ZigBee system can utilize 2 to 3 years most 

extreme with establishment with lower communication[3].  

2.1 Vibration Sensor (MEM'S SENSOR)  

Small scale electromechanical frameworks are free scale's 

empowering innovation for increasing speed &the weight 

sensors. Mem's based sensor items give an interface that can 

sense process and/or control the encompassing environment. 

Mem's based sensors are a class of gadgets that constructs 

little electrical and mechanical segments on a solitary chip 

mem's based sensors are a significant segment in car 

hardware, restorative gear, hard plate drives PC peripherals, 

remote gadgets and savvy convenient gadgets, for example, 

PDAs &PDA's  

2.2Smoke Sensor  

The smoke sensor we are utilizing any flame mischances 

will accumulated in any region are spot it can distinguished 

and ready that place. Resistance estimation of MQ-2 is 

distinction to different sorts and different fixation gasses. In 

this way, When utilizing this parts, affectability change is 

extremely important. They are utilized as a part of gas 

spillage distinguishing supplies in family and industry, are 

reasonable for identifying of LPG, i-butane, propane, 

methane ,liquor, Hydrogen, smoke. Components of the 

smoke sensor is Wide identifying extension, Fast reaction 

and High affectability, Stable and long life, Simple drive 

circuit[4].  

2.3 Framework Implementation  

 
Fig.2.Block diagram of proposed system 

The collector area appeared in Fig.2 the got data is sent to 

the controller, when which hub is irritating into the town the 

Zigbee beneficiary gets the data and the ARM9 controller 

will show the message which hub is exasperating and sound 

caution will be ON and Door will consequently LOCK[5].  

2.4 Calculation  

Step1: Initializing the procedure  

Step2: If any deterrent strikes the ATM Machine, the 

vibration sensor gets initiated  

Step3: Automatically Door will be shut Step4: 

Immediately Alarm will be ON  

Step5: Through Zigbee data is sent to PC  

Step6: If any short out happens in the ATM segment, the 

Smoke sensor gets enacted  

Step7: Immediately Alarm will be ON  

Step8: Through Zigbee data is sent to PC  

Step9: The subtle elements of the ATM time, range will 

showed on screen  

Step10: Immediately Audio Alarm will be actuate  

III.RESULTS 
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Fig.3.Outputs of collector area. 

The outcome appeared in the figures was gotten from the 

vibration sensor and smoke sensor which were associated 

with the facilitator hubs and therefore the organizer hub was 

associated with the ARM9 controller showing the message 

which hub is aggravating and sound alert will be on.  

IV.CONCLUSION 

The ATM gadget which is constantly presented to the 

wrongdoing is steadily expanded each year, and in this 

pattern, the wrongdoing for the ATM is expanded in like 

manner. The Implementation of ATM security by utilizing 

sensors (vibration& smoke)and Zigbee innovation is 

utilizing as a part of to the one town. Extra, the framework 

likewise contains the all the ATM frameworks elements 

were improved to a great extent for the soundness and 

dependability of proprietor acknowledgment. The entire 

framework was based on the innovation of installed 

framework which makes the framework more sheltered, 

dependable and simple to use [5]. 
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